
Winter Stocking
made in collaboration With

Instructions by Ellen March for Sulky, Sample by Aimee Davis of Daisy Eyes Handmade



Supply List

For Optional Hand Embroidery:
Sulky Stick ‘n Stitch™ - 8 1/2’’ x 11’’ 

- Printable Sheets (SKU #459-02)
Sulky Tender Touch™
Printer
Embroidery needle 
Small embroidery scissors
Sulky 12 Wt. Cotton Petites 

- 50 yd. Spools in these colors:
Off White (SKU #712-1071)
Christmas Red (SKU #712-1147)

For the Stocking:
1/3 yard of plush fabric (such as Luxe Cuddle® Velvet Scarlet by Shannon Fabrics)
1/3 yard of satin fabric (such as Silky Satin Solid Red 336 by Shannon Fabrics
Sulky Totally Stable® Tear-Away Stabilizer (optional)
Walking Foot attachment (recommended)
Sulky 12 Wt. Cotton Thread - Christmas Red - 330 yd. Spool (#713-1147)

Cutting Directions 

 ⎕ From the plush fabric - cut one stocking pair (flipping over the pattern to 
ensure one “front” and one “back”)

 ⎕ From the satin fabric - cut one stocking pair (for the lining) and 4 stocking cuffs. 
 ⎕ Set aside one stocking cuff piece for the embroidery

 ⎕ From the satin fabric - cut one 2” x 6” rectangle for a hanging loop
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If adding totally stable tear-aWay stabilizer, cut two 
cuffs and attach them to the corresponding stocking 

pieces, following the manufacturer’s instructions.

When cutting the 
plush fabric, make 
sure to check the 

direction of the nap. 
You can feel the nap 
when you lightly run 
your hand long-ways 
over the right side of 
the fabric. The hairs 
lie smooth and flat 
with the nap and 
feel slightly rough 

against the nap.
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Constructing the Stocking
Hanging Loop
1. Fold the hanging loop in half lengthwise with right sides together.
Stitch the long edge. Trim raw edges with pinking shears; turn right side 
out and press. {Because satin is so hard to press, I opted to press my seam in the middle of the folded 
rectange.} (see photos 1 and 2)
2. Fold the loop in half widthwise; press.
3. Position the hanging loop raw ends with the back satin lining upper
edge and placing the loop ³/4“ from the side edge.
4. Baste.

Stitching the Stocking
5. Lay out your plush stocking pieces and your lining pieces. Position the
satin cuff right sides facing on each piece; matching the plush stocking
edge and satin cuff edge. (see photo 3) Stitch.

6. Stitch each stocking lining cuff to each plush stocking cuff
at the upper edge.
7. Lay out your long stocking pieces right sides together;
matching the satin lining pieces and the plush stocking
pieces. (see photo 4). Use pins and/or clips to hold the pieces
in place.
8. Stitch the perimeter, leaving a 5” opening along the lining straight edge for turning. Trim the seam

allowances and clip the curves of the plush fabrics.
10. Turn the stocking right side out and topstitch the lining
opening closed.
12. Push the lining stocking into the outer stocking,
favoring the cuff seams toward the inside.
13. Open the cuff edge all the way out and top stitch along
the bottom edge of the cuff. (see photo 5)
14. Fold the cuff toward the right side, allowing the
hanging loop to hang above the stocking upper edge and
turning the embroidered piece out.
15. Make sure the top edges are all aligned and top stitch
along the top of the cuff and stocking.
16. Embroider the cuff by hand or machine using the
Winter Greens alphabet design by Aimee Davis for Sulky.

all seams are made 
With a HALF inch seam 

alloWance
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Make sure the embroidered cuff is attached to the 
front LINING piece. Orient the embroidery so it 

faces right side up when folded over the stocking 
upper edge. (it should face upside down after 

sewing the seam and pressing)
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